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Reveal natural radiance with these blissful  
additions to your face and body routine.

Mangosteen Gel Moisturizer
Reveal a photo-ready complexion with this lightweight  

gel-cream moisturizer. This unique pore-minimizing, hydrating 
formula begins as a dewy gel then beautifully melts into the 

skin for a smooth, matte finish. For best results, layer over the 
Mangosteen Daily Resurfacing Concentrate.

KEY INGREDIENTS: Mangosteen, Red Clover Flower Extract,  
Ribose (from Corn Seeds)

RETAIL: 60 ml / 2 fl oz   PRO: 125 ml / 4.2 fl oz

Mangosteen Revitalizing Mist
Escape to paradise with every spritz of this invigorating 

facial mist. A dreamy combination of antioxidant-packed 
mangosteen, energizing ribose and pore-refining red clover 

work in perfect harmony to revitalize the skin.

KEY INGREDIENTS: Mangosteen, Red Clover Flower Extract,  
Ribose (from Corn Seeds)

RETAIL: 125 ml / 4.2 fl oz   PRO: 125 ml / 4.2 fl oz

Mangosteen Body Lotion
Take a blissful approach to full body hydration with  

this heavenly mangosteen body lotion. Formulated with  
a unique Lactic Acid Complex, this lightweight formula  

gently resurfaces to reveal bright, radiant skin.  
Absorbs quickly for a soft, satin finish.

KEY INGREDIENTS: Mangosteen, Lactic Acid, Red Clover  
Flower Extract, Ribose (from Corn Seeds)

RETAIL: 250 ml / 8.4 fl oz   PRO: 250 ml / 8.4 fl oz

Mangosteen Replenishing Hand Cream
Treat your hands to mangosteen bliss with this luxurious 

hand cream. With each application, this silky formula gently 
resurfaces to reveal soft, youthful skin and provides  

long-lasting hydration.

KEY INGREDIENTS: Mangosteen, Lactic Acid, Red Clover  
Flower Extract, Ribose (from Corn Seeds)

RETAIL: 60 ml / 2 fl oz   PRO: 60 ml / 2 fl oz 

They pair perfectly with your existing mangosteen favorites from Éminence!
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MANGOSTEEN DAILY  
RESURFACING CLEANSER

with Lactic Acid Complex

Begin your mangosteen journey with a deep, purifying 
cleanse. Close your eyes and delight your senses as 

this milky gel cleanser foams into a soft, creamy lather 
that removes build-up and gently exfoliates without 

over-stripping. Perfect for that fresh face feeling.

MANGOSTEEN 
REVITALIZING MIST
Escape to paradise with 

every spritz. As you soak in 
the mouth-watering juicy 

scent, pore-refining actives 
tighten and mangosteen 
replenishes with potent 

antioxidants to combat free 
radical damage. The perfect 
pick-me-up whenever you 
need an energizing boost.

MANGOSTEEN DAILY 
RESURFACING CONCENTRATE

with Lactic Acid Complex

“The resurfacing concentrate completely 
changed my face in a week. I can’t even 

imagine myself without it.”
Encourage skin renewal and minimize pores, 
naturally. This smoothing formula contains 
lactic acid to encourage cell turnover while 

pore-minimizing actives tighten to achieve a 
primer-like result, without harmful silicone 

ingredients present in most primers.

MANGOSTEEN GEL MOISTURIZER
It’s exactly what you think, but better. This unique 

formula begins as a dewy, hydrating gel then melts 
deep into the skin as you blend, revealing a luminous, 

matte finish. Formulated to flawlessly layer over the 
Mangosteen Daily Resurfacing Concentrate to leave 

your complexion ultra-smooth and photo-ready.

MANGOSTEEN  
BODY LOTION

with Lactic Acid Complex

The skin on your body is just 
as important as the delicate 

skin on your face! Boost your 
selfcare ritual with this heavenly 

lightweight body lotion and 
reveal a luminous full body glow. 
Formulated to deeply hydrate and 

gently resurface, this silky, non-
greasy formula is perfect  

for daily use.

MANGOSTEEN 
REPLENISHING  
HAND CREAM

with Lactic Acid Complex 

Did you know? Hands are one  
of the first places to display  

visible signs of aging! Your hands 
work hard. This luxurious hand cream 

is the rejuvenating treatment they 
deserve. Specially formulated to keep 

hands looking ageless and feeling 
irresistibly soft, even through regular 
handwashing. Reach for this lotion 

throughout the day to deeply hydrate 
and gently resurface from  

palm to fingertip.
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Discover full body radiance  
with the Mangosteen Collection
That’s right, more mangosteen! First came the Mangosteen 
Lactic Collection, formulated with the unique Lactic Acid 
Complex from Éminence, to gently resurface and refine 
pores to reveal radiance. Perfect for even the most sensitive 
skin types, these products received some serious l-o-v-e.

 I absolutely devour anything with 
 mangosteen... It’s beyond a superfruit and 
 seems to work magic on anyone who tries it. 
 Definitely get your hands on these products!” 
 – CYNTHIA H.

 My skin has never looked better since 
 incorporating the Mangosteen line into my 
 regimen! My pores are practically gone & the 
 texture of my skin has improved. P”  
 – JUSTIN L.

This spring, get ready to fall in love all over again with four 
new irresistible mangosteen products – including body 
care! Formulated to round out your daily skin care ritual, the 
Mangosteen Collection is your new, sweet little secret to full 
body radiance. Go ahead, discover mangosteen bliss. 

SHARE ON SOCIAL
Share your #mangosteenbliss on Instagram! 
Your experience could be featured on  
@eminenceorganics.

What is mangosteen?
For the mangosteen-curious, this tropical 
superfruit is an antioxidant-packed 
powerhouse, native to Southeast Asia.  

Affectionately dubbed the ‘queen of the fruits’, the 
mangosteen is revered for its powerful antioxidant,  
anti-inflammatory and antibacterial properties.

Mangosteen
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